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DISCLAIMER 

 
“This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United 
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor 
any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors 
expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government 
or any agency thereof.” 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The goal of the proposed project was to develop a novel fine coal separator having the 
ability to clean 1 mm x 0 size coal in a single processing unit.  The novel fine coal 
separator, named as EG(Enhanced Gravity) Float Cell, utilizes a centrifugal field to clean 
1 mm x 250 micron size coal, whereas a flotation environment to clean minus 250 micron 
coal size fraction. Unlike a conventional enhanced gravity concentrator, which rotates to 
produce a centrifugal field requiring more energy, the EG Float Cell is fed with a 
tangential feed slurry to generate an enhanced gravity field without any rotating part.  
 
A prototype EG Float Cell unit having a maximum diameter of 60 cm (24 inch) was 
fabricated during the first-half of the project period followed by a series of exploratory 
tests to make suitable design modification. Test data indicated that there was a significant 
concentration of coarse heavy materials in the coarse tailings discharge of the EG Float 
Cell. The increase in weight (%) of  1 mm x 250 micron (16 x 60 mesh) size fraction 
from 48.9% in the feed to 72.2% in the coarse tailings discharge and the corresponding 
increase in the ash content from 56.9% to 87.0% is indicative of the effectiveness of the 
enhanced gravity section of the EG Float Cell.  However, the performance of the flotation 
section needs to be improved. Some of the possible design modifications may include 
more effective air sparging system for the flotation section to produce finer bubbles and a 
better wash water distributor. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This project was awarded in response to US DOE’s Research Solicitation DE-PS26-
03NT41757-2, Priority Area 2- “Energy Efficient Alternatives to Current Beneficiation 
and Processing Technologies”.  The objective of this solicitation was to provide seed 
funding to develop unique concepts and approaches that would help the industries in their 
efforts to increase energy efficiency, reduce waste and increase productivity. To address 
the “reduce waste and increase productivity” component of this broad objective, the 
Principal Investigator proposed a new fine coal cleaning concept, which may allow the 
use of one single process to effectively clean the entire 1 mm x 0 size coal fraction of the 
run-of-mine coals.  The current practice at coal mine sites is to either directly discard a 
significant portion of this size fraction to the waste stream without any cleaning attempt 
or to use a relatively complex circuitry arrangement to clean the entire 1 mm x 0 size coal 
fraction. Both alternatives result in a significant loss of recoverable clean coal and 
increase in the amount of fine waste produced at the mine site.  
 
The new fine coal cleaning process, named as EG (Enhanced Gravity) Float Cell is an in-
house development at the Southern Illinois University (SIU) Carbondale. The EG Float 
Cell utilizes a centrifugal field to clean 1 mm x 250 micron size coal, whereas a flotation 
environment to clean minus 250 micron coal size fraction. Unlike a conventional 
enhanced gravity concentrator, which rotates to produce a centrifugal field and thus 
requires more energy, the EG Float Cell is fed with a tangential feed slurry to generate an 
enhanced gravity field without any moveing parts. The unique features of the proposed 
EG Float Cell include the ability to treat coal finer than 1 mm in a single separation 
system and the ability to better reject coal pyrite particles (of all sizes below 1 mm).  The 
former feature will result in a simple, less cost-intensive and a more efficient fine coal 
cleaning system requiring significantly lesser foot print. The latter feature is particularly 
attractive for high sulfur coal since flotation process is not known to be effective in 
rejecting coal pyrites, which are rejected in the enhanced gravity section of the EG Float 
Cell.   
 
A prototype EG Float Cell unit having a maximum diameter of 60 cm (24 inch) was 
fabricated during the first-half of the project period followed by a series of exploratory 
tests to make suitable design modification. Test data indicated that there was a significant 
concentration of coarse heavy materials in the coarse tailings discharge of the EG Float 
Cell. The increase in weight (%) of  1 mm x 250 micron (16 x 60 mesh) size fraction 
from 48.9% in the feed to 72.2% in the coarse tailings discharge and the corresponding 
increase in the ash content from 56.9% to 87.0% is indicative of the effectiveness of the 
enhanced gravity section of the EG Float Cell.  However, it is believed that certain design 
modifications to the tailings outlet and a better placement of the feed inlet nozzles may 
further improve the coarse ash rejection performance of the enhanced gravity section of 
the Cell. Similarly, bubble generation system in the flotation section can be better 
designed to produce finer air bubbles and thus improve the clean coal recovery from the 
Cell.  In addition, the wash water system needs to be redesigned for a more quiescent 
flow pattern. 
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ENERGY BENEFIT ANALYSIS AND COMMERCIALIZATION PLAN 
 
The US produces nearly 1.1 billion tons of run-of-mine coal per year of which nearly 
50% goes through coal preparation plants to be cleaned to meet the product quality 
constraints specified by the down-stream utilities. There are 212 coal preparation plants 
operating in 16 states to clean 161,620 ton per hour (tph) of run-of-mine coal.  However, 
as many as 138 plants are not equipped with fine coal cleaning circuit (Fiscor and Lyles, 
2004) to clean minus 150 micron (100 mesh) size fraction of a total raw coal of 82,275 
tph.  In other words, the average raw coal handling capacity of each plant without a fine 
coal cleaning circuit is nearly 600 tph. Assuming an average loss of 30 tph (5% of the 
run-of-mine coal) of fine coal and a typical ash content 40% and Btu content of 8000 
Btu/lb for this size fraction, the average energy loss per each plant/mine can be 
determined as 480 million Btu/hr. Considering 4000 work hour/year, the energy loss of 
energy per mine/plant can be calculated to be 1.92 trillion Btu (562 million kWh) per 
year, as indicated in Table 1. 
 
One of the major reasons behind the indifference of preparation plants toward fine coal 
recovery is the relatively high cost of available fine coal cleaning and dewatering 
technologies. It is believed that with the development of more cost-effective processes 
this indifference may be eliminated and a significant amount of energy in the form of fine 
coal can be saved.  A successful development and demonstration of the novel fine coal 
cleaning process developed in this project may provide a more cost-effective and thus 
more popular fine coal recovery alternative.  Assuming a minimum energy recovery of 
85%, the energy loss resulting from fine coal loss can be reduced to an average of 0.29 
trillion Btu per mine/plant per year. This will result in an average energy savings of 1.63 
trillion Btu (477 million kWh) per mine/plant per year.  Assuming the implementation of 
such fine coal recovery system in 50 mine/plant in the next 10 years the total annual 
energy savings can be calculated to be over 80 trillion Btu (23.4 billion kWh), as 
indicated in Table 1. 

 
 
 
 

Table 1: Energy Benefit Table 
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A successful commercialization of the EG Float Cell will result in benefits in the 
following areas. 
 
Increased capacity of coarse coal (1 mm x 0.1 mm) cleaning:  This size fraction is 
traditionally cleaned using spiral concentrators, which are known to provide a 
significantly low throughput capacity for a given floor space. Spiral concentrator is a 
flowing film separator in which the separation of clean coal and refuse takes place in a 1 
G-force environment; however in an enhanced gravity (multiple G-forces) field, the 
separation will take place much quicker due to a significant increase in the settling 
kinetics of solid particles.  The quicker settling kinetics will result in a high-capacity 
system. A significant improvement in the throughput capacity will certainly result in a 
much favorable process economics. 
 
Elimination of the negative impacts of poor size classification:  The coal preparation 
plants that clean the entire minus 1 mm size coal fraction typically use a relatively 
complex circuit including two size classification steps provided by classifying cyclones 
of different diameters. Past studies indicate the significant inefficiency of the cyclone 
classification process and its resultant impact on the quantity and quality of clean coal 
produced from the fine coal circuits. By replacing this relatively complex circuit by a 
single processing unit such as EG Float Cell, the negative impacts of the size 
classification inefficiency can be eliminated to further improve the process economics. 
 
Increase in productivity and reduction of waste:  A successful development of the 
proposed “single process concept” may generate a wide-scale interest in cleaning and 
recovering fine coals instead of rejecting them directly to coal slurry ponds.  Addition of 
the fine clean coal to the plant product may result in a significant increase in plant yield 
and thus the plant productivity.  This will also lead to the conservation of coal, which will 
continue to be the most important energy resource for the US for at least several decades 
if not centuries.  Furthermore, the recovery of fine clean coal will significantly reduce the 
amount of fine solid wastes produced at the mine-site and hence reduced waste disposal 
cost. 
 
As discussed later in this report, the EG Float Cell will have to go through a few more 
design modifications to optimize the performance especially from the flotation section of 
the Cell. A leading process equipment manufacturer (Eriez) and a coal producing 
company (Knight Hawk Coal) have expressed significant interest in this technology.  The 
Principal investigator has applied for Phase-II funding to demonstrate the new technology 
in a plant environment.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A recent survey (Fiscor and Lyle, 2004) indicates that thirteen coal preparation plants 
currently operate in the State of Illinois; however the survey provides data for only ten of 
these plants. Based on this survey, five of these plants do not have any cleaning facility 
for their fine coal (nominally minus 0.6 mm). In other words, these plants, which treat 
nearly 4400 ton per hour (tph) of run-of-mine (r-o-m) coal, discard as high as 660 tph of 
fine raw coal without any cleaning.  Thus, given a cost effective and efficient process, 
there is potential for recovering nearly 400 tph (60%) of dry clean coal (or 500 tph of 
moist coal) from the fine coal routinely discarded in Illinois.  This translates to $50 
million per year of additional revenue for the coal preparation plants operating in Illinois 
assuming 4000 average work-hours per year and $25 per ton of average coal selling 
price. On an individual plant basis, by recovering the fine clean coal fraction, the entire 
clean coal produced from the mine may be increased by 8% to 10%. A simple analysis 
suggests that even a mere 1% increase in plant yield resulting from the addition of a fine 
coal cleaning system in a plant that treats 1000 tph of r-o-m coal may generate an 
additional annual revenue of nearly $1 million. Thus, if the plant profitability is 
maintained at a similar level, a significant discount can be offered towards the selling 
price of coal, which may help protect the existing markets and/or create new markets for 
coal in the US.  
 
Thus, the overall goal of the proposed research was to develop a single and more 
effective fine coal cleaning process (i.e. EG Float Cell) to achieve high-efficiency 
rejection of sulfur and ash bearing minerals in the entire 1 mm x 0 particle size range. As 
indicated in Figure 1 (in Appendix), unlike a conventional enhanced gravity separator, 
which rotates to produce an enhanced gravity field, the EG Float Cell is fed with a 
tangential feed slurry, which spirals around the outer section of the Cell. The tangential 
velocity of the feed slurry is so adjusted that the spiral motion generates a centrifugal 
field of sufficient magnitude to achieve an effective separation of coal pyrite particles, 
both coarse and fine as well as coarse refuse particles and their concentration in the 
outermost section of the cell.  This stream is represented by the Stream 3 in the schematic 
diagram of Figure 1. The overflowing slurry (Stream 2) contains a mixture of the fine 
refuse particles as well as fine and coarse clean coal particles. By allowing this slurry to 
pass over a screen surface of a desired aperture size 250 micron and a high hydraulic 
capacity, the coarser clean coal (Stream 4) is separated and allowed to flow toward the 
central clean coal product launder, whereas the screen underflow consisting of a mixture 
of fine clean coal and fine refuse is subjected to a flotation step in the inner chamber, 
which is illustrated by the air bubbles in the schematic diagram.  This flotation step 
achieves a separation of fine coal from the fine refuse particles and allows the fine clean 
coal concentrate (Stream 6) to flow toward the central launder and the fine tailings 
(Stream 7) toward the fine refuse launder.  
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EXPERIMENTAL 
 
A fine (minus 1 mm) coal slurry was collected from the raw coal cyclone feed stream of 
an operating coal preparation plant to be treated by the EG Float Cell. The coal slurry 
was diluted to maintain a solid content of nearly 10% in the feed stream to the EG Float 
Cell. The feed pump was adjusted to maintain a feed flow rate of 75 L/Min (20 gpm) 
during the EG Float Cell experiments to obtain a desired velocity of the feed slurry 
introduced tangentially to the outer (enhanced gravity) section of the EG Float Cell. The 
feed slurry velocity should be just sufficient to create a centrifugal field to selectively 
reject coal pyrite particles of all size and ash-bearing mineral particles of only coarse 
(plus 250 micron) size. It must be noted that a higher feed slurry velocity may tend to 
reject coarse clean coal particles to the tailings discharge of the outer section, which will 
result in a low clean coal recovery. The flow rate of the tailings discharge was suitably  
 

 
  
 
 
Figure 3: A photograph of the experimental layout used to test the EG Float Cell. 
 
regulated by a valve to maintain a high solid content in this stream.  The overflow from 
the outer section flew over an inclined screen to allow the minus 250 micron size 
particles to pass through and cleaned in the flotation section.  On the other hand, the 
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screen overflow reported to the central product launder as a coarse clean coal product. 
Using compressed air and frother solutions air bubbles were generated to recover fine 
clean coal from the flotation section. The spray water used over the screen surface also 
served as the wash water for the underneath flotation section underneath.  For the initial 
tests, samples were collected only from the feed and coarse tailings streams, whereas for 
subsequent tests, samples from all four streams, i.e., feed, coarse tails, fine tails and clean 
coal product streams, were collected for lab analysis. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Several series of experiments were initially conducted to primarily understand the flow 
pattern inside the EG Float Cell and modify the Cell design accordingly. Modifications of 
the tailings discharge pattern from vertical to tangential and substantial reduction in the 
depth of the outer section are few such examples. After going through these initial 
modifications, preliminary tests were conducted to observe the coarse coal cleaning 
performance of the outer (enhanced gravity) section of the EG Float Cell. As noted for 
selected tests in Table 1, there was a significant concentration of coarse (plus 250 
micron) reject (high ash content) materials in the tailings discharge from the outer section 
of the Cell. The weight percent increased from 43.8% and 48.9% in the feed to 84.7% 
and 72.2% in the tailings, respectively, for Test 1 and Test 5. The corresponding increase 
in the ash content was from 58.4% and 56.9% to 63.4% and 87.0%, respectively. 
 
For the subsequent tests, assays were conducted on all four streams, including feed (F), 
coarse tailings (Tc), fine tailings (Tf) and clean coal product (P).  Although, coarse coal 
cleaning was realized to some extent (as shown in Table 2), there was no indication of 
any fine coal cleaning. While doing the experiments, it was visually observed that 
recovery of froth from the flotation section to the product launder was extremely poor. 
Probable reasons may include: 
 

 Relatively coarser size of air bubbles 
 Relatively high flow rate of wash water. 

 
To achieve reasonable flotation cleaning, a sophisticated air sparger will be required. In 
addition, a static mixer may be necessary for proper mixing of frother solutions and air. A 
different type of wash water spray nozzle will be tested, so that the wash water volume 
can be reduced to obtain a quiescent down ward flow. 
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Table 1.  Preliminary results obtained from coarse (plus 250 micron) coal cleaning of EG 
Float Cell (F: Feed; Tc: Coarse tailings) 

 
Sample ID Weight (%) Ash (%)

F1 43.81 58.43
Tc1 84.73 63.42

F2 39.82 56.85
Tc2 85.61 59.92

F3 43.22 61.22
Tc3 76.72 65.05

F4 30.17 60.07
Tc4 63.03 68.82

F5 48.89 56.91
Tc5 72.19 87.03  

 
 

 
 
 
 
Table2:  Results obtained from both coarse and fine coal cleaning by EG Float Cell (Tf: 

Fine tailings, P: Clean coal product. 
 

Sample Id
+60 mesh -60 mesh +60 mesh -60 mesh

F1 48.89 51.11 56.91 56.47
Tc1 87.03 12.97 72.19 46.91
Tf1 3.78 96.22 9.07 50.13
P1 31.99 68.01 55.65 56.14

F2 48.89 51.11 56.91 56.47
Tc2 72.38 27.62 64.20 43.72
Tf2 6.38 93.62 30.97 50.75
P2 45.42 54.58 50.43 54.60

F3 46.42 53.58 58.97 43.54
Tf3 19.05 80.95 16.50 50.26
Tc3 0.00 100.00 10.86 44.40
P3 47.12 52.88 55.31 45.84

F4 46.42 53.58 58.97 43.54
Tf4 2.91 97.09 17.49 50.48
Tc4 5.13 94.87 4.35 45.09
P4 47.34 52.66 55.06 51.73

Weight (%) Ash (%)
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It may be noted that more test data are reported in the Appendix section. To further 
improve the coarse coal cleaning performance of the outer section, several modifications 
may be recommended as listed below: 
 

 Instead of a circular opening for the tailings discharge, it may need to be a 
rectangular one with the long side exactly equal to the height of the outer section 
and a very thin short side. 

 Feed inlet diameters may need to be adjusted. 
 The extent the feed inlets protrude inside the outer section may need to be 

adjusted. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The important results and findings obtained from this project are summarized as follows: 
 

 A 60 cm diameter prototype EG Float Cell was successfully fabricated to 
investigate its suitability to clean fine coal of a particle size finer than 1mm. 

 Significant rejection of coarse (plus 250 micron) and high ash bearing mineral 
particles was achieved in the outer (enhanced gravity) section of the EG Float 
Cell. The best enrichment of ash content in the tailings stream was from 56.9% in 
the feed to 87.0% in the tailings discharge.  

 Fine (minus 250 micron) coal cleaning was extremely poor due to larger bubble 
size and high flow of wash water rate.  

 Several design modifications, including a better air sparging system, a better 
design of wash water system, a very thin and rectangular opening for the coarse 
tailings discharge, a better design and placement of the feed inlet nozzles etc., will 
most certainly improve the overall cleaning performance of the EG Float Cell. 
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